The Las Vegas Massacre
Preface
The Christian conundrum
Christians are generally aware that, at the end, Satan is allowed by God to control the
world and bring the sin of mankind to completion to be ready for harvesting and judgment.
They will read books about this, listen to sermons about this and readily discuss it in
fellowship.
What Christians are less good at is understanding how this global wickedness is well
underway now and is being perpetrated by the collusion of national governments, secret
services, the media, NGOs, the military, the bankers, global companies, financial
institutions, and civil servants – the global Elite, the 1%, the Deep State.
We have the situation where Christians will pray against spiritual evil while, at the same
time, support the very evil they are praying against. They do this by voting for corrupt
politicians, believing political lies, supporting perverted political parties, listening to
propaganda without discernment, buying newspapers and absorbing them, allowing their
children to be conditioned and prepared for the global Elite as dupes and sheep, and failing
to question what they are told. God’s word tells us to ‘test everything’ but many Christians
fail to test anything at all.
Thus when an event like the Las Vegas shooting arises, they simply accept the mainstream
media hogwash as if it is truth and do nothing to check the facts. This event then becomes
another brick in the wall of the Elite plan to pervert and control society and before long
you have the evil empire prophesied in Revelation.
Christians need to stop being gullible pawns, start checking facts, stop accepting the
mainstream propaganda and be vocal about the lies that are everywhere that are used to
control society to deeper and deeper levels. This is just a part of being an effective witness
to the truth.
In the spirit of this truth exposure, this paper seeks to show that the official narrative of the
Las Vegas massacre is absolutely riddled with problems and cannot be true.

Introduction
I try not to get involved in commentary on news unless it is important or unless I have
something useful to say. However, this particular social manipulation catalyst requires
comment.
When the Elite plan an assassination or some other false flag, they often use a patsy. The
classic example of this was Lee Harvey Oswald, the supposed killer of JFK. Of course he
was not the shooter since more than one rifleman was involved (some claim to know their
names) and the killer shot to Kennedy came from the front when Oswald was hundreds of
yards behind him. However, he was instantly found, charged and conveniently disposed of.
The Las Vegas shooting seems to have the same hallmark. Within hours the case was done
and dusted. Even though locals said that the police were very slow to take action, within
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hours the culprit was named, claimed as a radical with connections to various groups and
even stated to be on drugs that made him violent.
However, this is not November 1963 and very soon more and more evidence came to light
which sheds doubt upon the official story. It is hard to keep a lid on false flags now since
everyone and his mother films events as they happen with their phones. In this paper I
want to affirm that the official story cannot be true, that there are establishment players
seeking to gain from this and I identify some of the salient features of the narrative.
I do not propose that I have the whole story, which may take years to fully investigate.

The basic facts
The formal narrative
At an open-air concert, hosting 22,000 people, in Las Vegas on 1 October 2017, a solitary
gunman opened fire on an assembled crowd of Country Music fans killing 59 people and
wounding 546. This was done using machine guns within 11 minutes. Between one and two
thousand rounds are said to have been fired! The injured were taken to 17 medical
facilities.
The authorities immediately claimed that the ‘lone’ gunman involved was called Stephen
Paddock who was conveniently killed at the scene in Room 135, 32nd floor, of the Mandalay
Bay Resort and Casino, by suicide.
After the shooting ceased, police officers broke down the door and entered the hotel room
at 11.20pm, 75 minutes after the shooting began.
The hotel receipt
A member of staff at the hotel posted an image of a receipt of room service for Paddock’s
suite showing that the room had two occupants on 27 September. In addition it shows that
Paddock was at the suite the day before the official narrative states that he checked in.1
Another independent reporter2 then proved that Paddock checked in on 25 September.
Thus the police reports were already wrong on this important detail. In a later press
conference Sheriff Joe Lombardo changed his story, which was repeatedly amended.
Cameras not recording
Breitbart, then others, stated that though there were two cameras on a room service cart
outside Paddock’s room, as well as others on the door and the general area, none of these
cameras were recording. It seems that these cameras were placed by Paddock to look out
for police.
ISIS
ISIS claimed that Paddock converted to Islam recently but there is no evidence for this.
Gun collection
Police claim that Paddock had been amassing weapons for decades, 47 were apparently
found at his Reno home, all legal. Police also claim to have found explosive materials in his
car. Paddock’s brother denies this saying that he helped him relocate home very recently
and he only had a couple of handguns and one rifle (fairly typical for gun-carrying
Americans).
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See hotel copy of the receipt at Wearechange.org ‘Las Vegas unsettling details emerge’, 5 October 2017.
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It is also claimed that Paddock fired on fuel tanks at the McCarran International Airport
but the tanks did not explode. These shots came from the east–facing window that was
broken. The northeast facing broken window overlooked the concert. Photographs of the
large tanks made by locals show significant burns around the two large bullet holes, which
suggest an incendiary round. Such rounds set off a small, localised explosion. It seems that
the plan was for the massacre to begin with a large explosion, which failed to materialise.
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Some reports say that Paddock booked a large suite, others that he booked two separate
rooms. The best report that I have seen shows that Paddock had one large suite. However,
there was a window broken in another room as well as one in Paddock’s suite. However,
some sources say that the second room was connected to Paddock’s suite.
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Basic Time-line
The police time-line changed several times, usually after an independent news
commentator highlighted mistakes. For example, only after independent media revealed
the room service receipt did the police and FBI amend their statement as to when Paddock
checked into the hotel. This alone is a serious, and yet simple, error in the investigation.
Time / date
25 September

25-27 September

27 September

1 October, 21.50

1 October, 21.59

Official narrative
Paddock supposedly checked into
the Mandalay Bay but not into the
room on the 32nd floor. This is from
a revised police statement.3
Police cannot say where Paddock
was even though they state that he
appeared on multiple (200) Vegas
CCTV cameras and later said that
he was filmed in the casino.
Paddock orders room service for
two people. This contradicted the
original police report that he
checked in on the 28 September.

Police originally stated that
Paddock was in the casino until 15
minutes before the shooting, i.e. at
21.50.
Police stated that Paddock was
drilling for a time (presumably to
screw the stairwell door shut).
Security guard Jesus Campos
arrives on the 32nd floor to check
an open door at 21.59 and is fired
upon by Paddock, who shot 200
rounds4 wounding Campos in the
leg.

Comments
Question: where was he then?

Question: where is the hotel CCTV
footage. This would have shown
him carrying weapons into the
hotel and showed where he was at
all times. Question: who was with
him (CCTV should show that
easily)?

Question: how did Paddock find
time to do this (see next)?
Question: how could Paddock walk
from the casino up to his room, set
up cameras outside, barricade his
door, screw the stair-well door
shut, and then shoot at Campos,
all in nine minutes?
Question: how could anyone
survive 200 rounds shot into a
confined area?
Question: CBS stated that Campos
‘walked through the door’. What
door? Not Paddock’s door as it
was barricaded. Not the stairwell
door since police later stated was
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Source: press conference by Sheriff Joe Lombardo, 10 October update. The Sheriff was flanked by an
imposing FBI Special Agent named Aaron Rouse.
4 CBS, This Morning, Bill Whitaker (60 Minutes correspondent).
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screwed shut.
Question: Originally the police said
that Campos arrived after the
shooting had begun and had
caused the volleys to cease. This
begs the question as to why hotel
security and police did nothing in
the six minutes before the shooting
began.
1 October before 22.05

1 October, 22.04 (or thereabouts)

MSN News reported5 that an
eyewitness maintenance worker
called Stephen Schuck, told hotel
despatches to call 911 as there
was an active shooter inside the
hotel on the 32nd floor.
Just before the volley fire from a
distant point, there is nearby
handgun fire from within the crowd
and people are hit, including a girl
in the VIP area. Some parts of the
crowd start fleeing before the main
rifle fire begins.

This is completely ignored in the
FBI narrative, despite there being
many eyewitnesses and several
camera films showing it.
This alone proves that there were
more shooters.

1 October, 22.05

Paddock begins his shooting
spree.

1 October, 22.15

Shooter stops firing from the 32nd Question: why did he stop
floor.
shooting? He could have
continued for another hour if he
wanted to kill lots of people.
nd
Police arrive at the 32 floor.

1 October, 22.17

Question: why did not hotel
security or police do anything at
this point?

1 October, 22.18

Police discover the security guard, There are mutliple problems with
Campos.
this narrative.

1 October, approx. 23.20

The SWAT team breaks into
Paddock’s room.

Why did the police do nothing for
over an hour!!!

Paddock
Despite a thorough police investigation of such a widespread crime scene requiring months
to process, within less than a day the official position was that Paddock acted alone in the
deadliest mass shooting in modern US history.

5 MSN

News, 15 October 2017.
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Paddock was worth over $2 million, having made a fortune from real estate deals and
gambling heavily but successfully. He owned two aircraft.
He was an intelligent person. He was good at maths and could tell by mental arithmetic
what the odds were on any given machine. He was a loner, a private person and not
sociable in the casinos he frequented. However, he provided for his mother, his brothers
and his girlfriend.
He was prescribed diazepam on 21 June and was also said to be a heavy drinker by official
narrative (but not the casino managers).
The family
The immediate family was absolutely shocked by this and cannot believe it. Paddock’s
brother, Eric, considered that his brother did not do the crime and questioned whether an
impersonator may be involved.6 His girlfriend (and her family) also confirmed that she had
no idea that he could do such a thing, he was a quiet man.
His family background was dysfunctional. His father was a wanted bank robber and career
criminal and probably a sociopath. His mother stood by his father and had four kids.
Home
Paddock lived in a small, two-bedroom house in Babbling Brook, Mesquite about an hour
drive from Las Vegas. The real estate agent explained to Jake Morphonios that Paddock
chose the house because he wanted somewhere very private and out of the way.
After buying the house he put up a privacy screen around his home which was so ugly that
his neighbours managed to get it removed as it hindered the beautiful view for everybody.
Why buy a house with a picturesque panoramic view then block it off with a screen? After
this Paddock had his windows treated to obscure the view to onlookers.
The neighbours commented that there were very few furnishings and little activity as if
Paddock only used it occasionally. Neighbours to his previous home in Florida said the
same thing. Overall Paddock bought nine homes with cash and kept moving. Law
enforcement say that multiple firearms were found at his homes.
This has posited suggestions that:
• Paddock was gunrunning for an agency.
• He may have been money laundering through casinos.
Neighbours also ‘phoned the police saying that someone had crossed the police tape-line
and broken into Paddock’s house. The FBI will not comment.
Connections
There are claims that Paddock was a spook for the CIA but we have yet to see hard
evidence of this.
It is also claimed that he was working as a mole in ISIS as part of a sting-FBI operation;
again, no evidence for this.
It appears that Paddock did work for McDonnell Douglas aerospace manufacturing
corporation (a key Elite industry) for some time in the past.
6 News Australia,

5 October 2017.
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Even if any connection to the secret services is true, a connection to the massacre is purely
speculation until we have more evidence.
The ATF
However, evidence is emerging to suggest that Paddock may have had a connection with
the ATF7 in Phoenix, Arizona. Unusually, he flew to Phoenix but took a rental car to drive
back – presumably because he needed to transport something.8 The ATF has a field office
in Phoenix.
The ATF has a history in this regard. It had a ‘gun-walking’ programme in ten cities and
five states orchestrated out of Phoenix. One programme was called ‘Wide-receiver’ (20062007) which provided AR-15s and AKMs to Mexican drug cartels. The ATF sells guns to
straw purchasers who then deliver the guns to the cartels. Another operation was called
‘Fast and Furious’ (2008-2011) which was also co-ordinated by the ATF out of Phoenix.
On 19 September Paddock rented an intermediate-sized vehicle from the Sky Harbour
airport at Phoenix at 3.o5pm (Vegas is 297 miles from Phoenix, about 4½ hours drive). He
may well have caught the American Airlines flight 623 from Vegas, which landed in
Phoenix at 1.47pm, giving him time to get to the car. The car was dropped off in Vegas on
20 September at 12.51 am. This means that Paddock went somewhere else en route to
Vegas, taking ten hours. There is a missing five and a half hours or approx. 92 miles.9
This adds to speculation that Paddock was running guns for the ATF and that his wealth
came from gun-running. [See latter ‘FBI Whistleblower’ who affirms that this is the case.]
The motive
The police have no idea of any motive for this attack. There was no suicide letter.
The hotel staff
Various members of hotel staff have stated that Paddock was just another bloke and
showed no signs of being a potential terrorist. That may mean little but one staff member
affirmed that Paddock did not bring many suitcases into the hotel. He subsequently
disappeared and all his social media was deleted, then he was killed (see later).
Casino profile
The magnate of casinos in Las Vegas, Stephen Wynn, said that his resorts and casinos had
an extensive profile on Paddock and stated that there were no red flags. Wynn said, ‘the
most vanilla profile one could possibly imagine’.10 He was a modest gambler who never owed
money. He also never drank when he gambled. The official narrative affirms that Paddock
drank in the casino before the shooting.
The official narrative states that Paddock kept a ‘do not disturb’ sign on his room for days
but Wynn affirmed that security procedures include checking on any guests who post such
a sign for longer than 12 hours.
His computer
It turned out that Paddock’s computer is missing its hard drive. Why did it take the police a
month to inform the public of this fact?

7

The Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agency.
Time News Report, ‘Stephen Paddock’s mysterious trip to Phoenix’, 17 October 2017.
9 Thanks to Jake Morphonios.
10 Fox News, Sunday, 8 October 2017.
8 End
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Conclusion
No one can make anything of this. Without questioning Paddock it is impossible to
psychoanalyse him on the basis of hearsay and circumstantial evidence. People are too
complex to prove causality without a lot of data, which we do not have.
Some famous alternative commentators have fully accepted the official narrative and made
much of suspect psychoanalysis. This must be discounted, especially as they have ignored
eyewitness accounts.
Other alternative commentators have promoted all sorts of theories, some of which are
sane others are dumb. All such theorising must also be dismissed. At this point there are
speculative assertions, not evidence.
We must stick to provable facts, genuine witness statements, video evidence filmed by
witnesses and analysis of those videos.

The CCTV
The police stated that there were 200 sightings of Paddock on CCTV around Vegas in the
days before the shooting (in order to affirm that he was alone). Yet they have not released
any of the CCTV from the hotel, which has massive security systems, and seem unable to
answer questions that the cameras would give the answers to.
If there are multiple images of Paddock, and lots of hotel security, why did the police first
state that he checked in on the 28 September? Then when alternative media showed this
was a lie, they then stated that he checked into the hotel on 25 September but not the
relevant room.
The police said they had footage of him gambling the night before.11 Where is all the rest?

The arms
What type of machine-gun?
The official story suggests AR15 and suchlike and these can be seen on the crime-scene
photographs. However, the audio of rpm12 of the firing is not compatible with some of the
shooting, which is clearly fully automatic. It is, however, compatible with the shooting of a
military machine-gun that is belt-fed such as an M-6013, an M240 or the more lightweight
Minimi14 (see later).
According to initial police reports Paddock used semi-automatic riffles; i.e. AR-15, M-16,
AKM and similar but some reports say that he also had automatic weapons and bipods.
The Wall Street Journal admitted in a headline that the suspect ‘likely used automatic rifle’.
Eventually the formal narrative and released photos15 settled on: four DDM4 rifles, three
FN-15 rifles, at least one AKM (or AK47) carbine and at least one Colt AR-15 carbine. It
was stated that he used a bump-stock to turn the semi-automatic rifles into fully-automatic
guns (a strong rubber band will have the same effect; forbidding bump-stocks is pointless).
11

Sheriff press release.

12 Rate per minute.
13 US

Machine Gun calibre 7.62mm. Rate of fire: 500-650 rpm.
Belgian FN 5.56 light machine gun. Rate of fire: 680-1150 rpm.
15 See crime scene pictures at End Times News report (various platforms), 3 October 2017. His YouTube
videos are being deleted.
14
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Witnesses affirm that some shots sounded like an AKM, some were like an M-16 and some
like an M-60. Other technical analysts say that the automatic rifle was an M240B belt-fed
auto.
The number of weapons
In a highly sophisticated, security aware city, how is it possible that Paddock managed to
get 23 powerful firearms, mostly rifles, into his suite without any detection?
In fact, the Mandalay Bay has the most advanced security technology possible. Far from
smuggling rifles in a suitcase, their security is able to count the coins in your pocket.
Some people think that this could be done easily in large suitcases or golf club bags.
Really? This would require multiple trips in elevators carrying multiple very long suitcases
one after another. Wouldn’t that raise many suspicions?
Gun details
• Colt AR-15: [An M-16 is a military converted Colt AR-15.] Although it is a lightweight
assault rifle it still weighs 7.9 pounds (3.6 kg) and has a typical barrel length of 20
inches making the total length over 39 inches. Then there are multiple magazines and
rounds of ammo (police say several thousand rounds!!!). [An M-14, weighs 10.7
pounds.]
• An AKM (the modern version of the Kalashnikov AK-47) weighs 8.3 pounds.
• DDM-4: American carbine similar to an AR-15; 16 inch barrel or shorter.
• FN-15: Belgian (Fabrique Nationale) rifle like an AR-15. It comes in various formats
with varying sized barrel lengths.
• It seems that Paddock had at least one handgun, a ‘Judge’ five shot .45 revolver.
• The police say that some of his rifles had scopes, suggesting that they were even longer
than an M-16. One police officer in a TV interview says, ‘we were tripping over long guns’.
The police also state that he had some bipods, presumably for the AR-15s. We don’t know
the details of the model types and numbers; they all have variants.
Now multiply all these guns by 23, plus ammo, plus accessories and try to hide them in
long suitcases and carry them, plus your normal luggage for several days stay. Begin to see
the problem? Now add to this the fact that the person carrying all these heavy guns is 64years old and a heavy drinker on medication. It doesn’t add up.
Now if Paddock had automatic weapons, which are clearly heard in videos, then this poses
an even bigger problem of transport.
The belt-fed automatic, which is clearly heard, sounds like an M-60, which is normally
used in the military with a two or three gun crew. It could not have been hidden in a case
and carried through a hotel lobby. One technical analyst affirmed that the shots fired were
approximately 600-650 rpm, which would apply to an M-60 or an M240 belt-fed auto.

The bags of guns
On the 1 October in the afternoon, a well-known homeless down-and-out person on the
strip came across a white van where men he described as looking like mercenaries were
offloading large holdalls or cases near the Mandalay Bay. The licence plate was a Nevada
plate, ‘Blood 2’ or ‘Blood II’. As they carried one load of bags they left the van door open.
Seizing his opportunity the tramp stole two bags and ran off. When he opened them he
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found that they were filled with rifles and handguns exactly like those found in Paddock’s
room. Notably the one handgun found in the room was the same type that the tramp had,
called a ‘Judge’, a five shot .45 revolver. This is the gun that Paddock is alleged to have
killed himself with.
He took the bags and began to offer them for sale on the street to likely buyers. One
witness, who was approached to buy guns, explained this story to investigator Jake
Morphonios.16 Jake reported this story to the police; he subsequently had death threats,
gunshots outside his house and multiple vandalism to his car tyres.

The sniping
Regular people do not see the problem here because they are not snipers. Firing into a
crowd of people is easy, one would think, and killing / wounding so many is a piece of cake.
Well, military analysts, sharpshooters, duck hunters and snipers have all affirmed (until
their videos were taken down) that this is actually quite difficult. In fact, more than one has
stated that this event makes the untrained Paddock the best sniper in world history.
The chief salient factor is that Paddock was a quarter of a mile away from the target. Go
and pick a spot 440 yards away and see how difficult it is to get a bead on it. However,
Paddock was supposedly also about 300 feet high (say 100 yds). This adds to the range and
the difficulty. If we use geometry we have this:
c. 454.2
c. 100
c. 440
[Using Pythagoras’ theorem: 10,000 + 193600 = 206,300 x square root = 454.2.]
The actual range is more like about 450+ yards. More than three football fields.
[Different people posit different ranges and the fuel tanks were more like 600+ yards
away. The best range for the concert area is 450-550+ yards.]
Most of the claimed weapons (according to photographs of the scene) show AR-15 type /
AKM type assault rifles. The effective range of these is as follows:
• M-16: 601 – 875 yards (550 – 800 m).
• AR-15: 600 yards (550 m).
• AKM: 383 yards (350 m).
• DDM-4: range varies with model and ammo, similar to AR-15.
• FN-15: range varies with model and ammo, similar to AR-15.
So, the first issue is that the AKM is not capable of reaching the concert-goers. If Paddock
supposedly knew enough about rifles to do this job, why would he bother to carry rifles
that could not reach the target?

16 End

Times News Report, ‘Possible lead on source of guns in Stephen Paddock’s room’, 13 October 2017.
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While the AR-15 types could ostensibly reach the target, they are not designed to be
accurate at that distance. Most of Paddock’s guns did not have a telescopic scope
(apparently a couple did) so getting any kind of accurate targeting is well-nigh impossible.
This is why a much larger, more powerful, heavy belt-fed machine gun (e.g. M-60) was
used. However, Paddock was too old, weak and incapacitated to operate such a weapon,
especially on his own when at least one more operator was needed to feed the belt
magazine.
Then we have to add the fact that the target was in the dark at night. In fact, all the lights
were pointed to the stage making visibility of the crowd even harder.
Then there is the fact that one of the broken windows from which Paddock is supposed to
have fired from is facing the wrong way. Getting any sort of accuracy from this vantagepoint would be either very difficult or impossible. Then there is the fact that the bullet that
shattered the glass at the Bellagio Hotel could not have come from Paddock’s room.
Add to this the fact that there is no evidence that Paddock (even if his recent interest in
purchasing guns is true, his family is surprised) did any rifle-shooting training; neither did
he have military experience. In fact, from what we know of his life I doubt he would have
had time (he was a fixated gambler) to train with rifles. This adds to the serious doubt that
Paddock could have been able to hit his target at all.
Another issue that I cannot clarify is the distance apart of the two smashed windows on the
Mandalay Bay. I subsequently discovered that there are two separate rooms involved. If
the windows are not part of the same room, how did Paddock get from one place to
another carrying multiple weapons down a public corridor? However, some sources say
that the rooms have an adjoining door. Where are the hotel receipts proving what rooms
Paddock rented?
The leaked photograph of the weapons at the scene show no bullet casings on the floor.
The carpet should have been littered with hundreds of them.
The photographs leaked of the scene show no casings (‘brass’) but they do show a few
bullets that have not been fired; these appear to have been placed there deliberately. Not
only are there no casings but there are no scorch marks on the carpet. Some bullets are
clean lying upon dried bloodstains. How could they get there? There is also a rifle lying on
top of the back of Paddock’s lower leg. How did that get there? [Subsequently, the
authorities released pictures showing more brass (to respond to the criticism), but still
nowhere near enough.]
One of the shooters used hollow-nosed bullets that fragment and cause massive trauma.
This was not mentioned as being used by Paddock. Two incendiary bullets were used on
the fuel tank; did the police discover any evidence of such in Paddock’s room?
Finally, witnesses affirm (and presumably CCTV can confirm) that Paddock was in the
casino until 15 minutes before the shooting began. That makes no sense.
Conclusion
There is serious doubt that Paddock could have been able to be so successful in killing over
50 people outright and wounding over 500. In the dark, hundreds of yards away, an
untrained alcoholic, sick, pensioner managed to hit 550+ targets with the wrong weapons!
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The warnings
It is a common occult methodology to warn victims that they are going to die because this
magnifies the effect of the sacrifice. The more adrenaline there is in the blood of victims,
the more valuable the blood is in terms of life-force.
The woman at the concert
Concert-goers were filmed by news channels stating that a woman at the front of the
concert shouted out a warning that, ‘You’re all going to die’ right before (45 minutes) the
concert started. She was removed by security.
You can see a relevant interview on Sky News. KSNV (an affiliate of NBC) stating that the
witness’ name was Brianna Hendricks who was with her mother Shawn on her birthday.
They took the warning seriously and went back to their hotel. The police have not shown
any interest in interviewing this 21-year old girl that broadcast this information on Sky
News. Why is this?
Why is there no investigation into who the warning woman was and what her connection
was?
‘John’
An anonymous comment from someone using the pseudonym ‘John’ was posted on 4Chan on 11 September. He predicted what happened and warned people to stay away from
large crowds, especially in the Las Vegas area.
He claimed that he had insider knowledge of a ‘high-incident project’, which would be used to
change laws and favour certain businessmen. He named Michael Chertoff as the man most
likely to gain from this event (see later).
This is hugely important and ignored by the media.
If it were the product of a deluded nutter causing trouble, what are the chances of events
turning out exactly as he described in advance?

The security guards
The dead security guard?
Police at first reported on TV that hotel security were taking fire on the 29th floor and that a
security guard had been killed. Hotel guest Ryan Hodge also stated this at first but later
changed his story on Twitter.
Multiple other witnesses have claimed that a security guard was shot and killed but the
facts about this cannot be established and the police deny it. On-line statements about this
have been deleted.
Jesus Campos
The police stated that a security guard came to the 32nd floor to investigate an open door
alarm. This was the stairwell door near Paddock’s room. Campos and the police later stated
that the stairwell door was screwed shut with a bracket.
Campos’ final story explains that he approached the stairwell door from the stairs and
could not gain entry. He then went to the floor below and went the long round to access it
from the hallway where he found the door screwed shut with a metal bracket.
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First police story
The police (Deputy Sheriff) first affirmed that the security guard approached Paddock after
the shooting had begun. Paddock’s door was barricaded and security guard Jesus Campos
approached it with only a nightstick (would anyone with no back-up, and no arms
approach a man firing hundreds of rounds with a machine gun!!!). If this did occur, then
Campos should be promoted.
Second police story
The police (Sheriff) then changed their story and said that Campos was fired upon at 21.59
before the main shooting began six minutes later. They stated that Paddock fired 200
rounds at Campos but merely scraped his leg. This makes no sense. 200 rounds into a
corridor would have certainly killed Campos.
If this is true, why was nothing done by hotel security before Paddock started shooting
concert-goers? There was not only shooting from a room but towards an injured guard.
Why would as assassin identify his position before shooting at his target? Why not just
leave Campos alone?
Paddock supposedly fired through the door and hit Campos in the leg (why fire that low?).
If the door was barricaded, say up to the door-handle, there would be bullets flying above
the waistline but few would pass through the barricaded material below the waistline. A
machine gun would easily put bullets through plasterboard walls as well as doors).17
Why did no hotel customers on the 32nd floor phone the police or hotel security after
hearing 200 gunshots?
Furthermore, the photograph of the scene shows a door with no bullet-holes in it
whatsoever. It should have been shredded.
Campos said that he radioed that there was shooting on the 32nd floor but did not say that
he had been shot. Why? This is very odd. Did he not want a medic? He also said that he
used his cell-phone as well. Why?
The maintenance worker
Police stated that Campos, though wounded, warned a maintenance worker who appeared
on the 32nd floor and prevented him from being injured. This was Stephen Schuck. It
seems that Campos had radioed that the door was fixed shut and asked for an engineer.
Schuck approached from the hallway. Schuck first stated that he had come to attend to an
open door alarm, but Campos had stated that the door was fixed shut. Which is it?
Campos was hiding behind a doorway rebate in the corridor and warned Schuck to take
cover. Then bullets started whizzing past them both.
However, in Schuck’s first statement on NBC news he seems to say that there was no
shooting in the hallway before he arrived. In fact, he stated, ‘nothing set off my radar, it was
silent at this time’. When he was a third of the way down the hallway he heard shots; but
NOT into the hallway. There was shooting to the outside, which he said that he first
thought was engineering work with a jackhammer. He had no sense of danger. This does
not agree with Campos’ statement.

17 The building was not that solid. Paddock had apparently complained about the noise levels from the room
below him the night before.
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When he then saw Campos and heard shots into the hallway, he radioed the fact. He said,
‘Call the police. Someone is firing a gun up here. Someone is firing a rifle on the 32nd floor down
the hallway’. ‘Base to 106, Stephen? Security wants to know what room.’ ‘It’s at the end of the
hallway, I can’t tell you what room. It looks like he was firing down the hallway when I got close to
the door.’ [ABC News.]

The MGM spokesperson said, ‘We cannot be certain about the most recent timeline that has
been communicated publicly, and we believe what is currently being expressed may not be
accurate’. [Debra DeShong.] So the hotel did not agree with the police.

There are multiple problems with all this.
• If the first shots were at Campos, why did the hotel security and police do nothing
before the volley shots began? ABC news specifically stated that the hotel security did
not call the police after Campos was shot.
• Was the radio a call about a shut door or an open door alarm, both have been stated?
• Why is there a discrepancy in the two reports? Schuck said there was no shooting in the
corridor when he first arrived, Campos said that he had already been shot in a hail of
200 bullets.
• When did the hotel security phone for the police?
• Why were the hotel alarms not set off to warn guests of danger? Guests could have
walked into the 32nd floor hallway and been shot.
• Why has there been no mention of smoke alarms being set off, or even sprinklers, due
to the massive smoke generated by 2,000 rounds of ammunition being fired?
I find all this very suspicious. In fact, none of this makes any sense.
Campos bolted
After several days of training by the FBI, Campos was due to be interviewed by five
separate mainstream media channels. He was taken to the venue but then slipped past his
handlers and ran away and has subsequently disappeared. Why? His house is now under
guard by private Las Vegas security and there is a gag-order on his family. If Campos had
nothing to fear, why would he run? Was he worried that witnesses were being killed (see
later)?
Subsequently it was discovered from a government whistleblower that he had been to
Mexico.
The TV interview
Afterwards it was stated that he had gone to a medical centre and, after a rest, was due to
talk on the Ellen Degeneres show.
Schuck and Campos appeared on the Ellen show, which is going to be the only interview
they will give. They appeared to tie their stories together but Campos looked very
uncomfortable. Schuck said very little. Schuck’s narrative seems to differ from his first
interview on the news.
Multiple questions arose from this.
• Why no other interviews by proper reporters? After cancelling an interview with
Hannity and Fox, Campos refused to speak to a serious journalist.
• Why is the only interview by a comedienne? Answer: Degeneres is tied in to MGM,
owners of the Mandalay Bay. She is sponsored by MGM and even has slot machines in
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her image in some casinos. I’m not accusing Ellen of collusion but it seems that she was
a safe harbour.
• Ellen Degeneres seems to be coaching the security guards and was even ready with a
graphic and a pointer.
• The really big question is: are these guys the real people? If you compare the
photographs and videos of Schuck and Campos, the men interviewed by Degeneres do
not look exactly like them. This is especially true of Campos, who seems very different,
being heavier and with a different facial profile.
This is so suspicious that even some of the mainstream media have raised serious
questions. Foremost of which was Tucker Carlson.18 His questions included:
• Why did the authorities allow Campos to leave the country only days after the shooting?
• Campos drove back from Mexico. How did he do this with his leg gunshot wound?
• Did his employers facilitate his trip or know about it?
• What day did Campos get to Mexico?
• Why did he use a rental car?
• Why did it take a government leak to find this out?
• Why have so many people [MGM, his union, Ellen Degeneres] gone to so much trouble
to shape the story of Campos?
• What do we actually know about Campos?
• Is he a licensed security guard, he is not registered in Nevada?
• Why will authorities not answer basic questions about Campos?
• The bullet claimed to wound Campos should have crushed his leg. [An AR-15 style rifle,
using NATO 5.56 ammunition travelling at three times the speed of a handgun round.]
Many claim that Campos is a suspect that should be investigated.

Why the police delay?
Even the official narrative shows that the police waited for 75 minutes before breaking into
Paddock’s suite. This is incredible in a heavily policed, highly secure area, to say nothing of
the hotel armed security who waited for over an hour after the shooting started in their
own building.

There was more than one gunman or people involved
The sheriff
Even the local sheriff (Joseph Lombardo) originally stated, ‘Maybe he’s a super guy, …
maybe he was working out all this on his own, but it would be hard for me to believe that’.
Police radio scanners
There are YouTube videos (until they are deleted) showing the audio of police radio
chatter, with a transcript. There are repeated statements that there are multiple gunmen.
These include a shooter on a lower floor at the Mandalay Bay, another some distance away
on the strip and another at ground level on the edge of the concert.

18 Tucker Carlson, ‘Tonight’,

25.10.17.
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Excerpts from police radio chatter 1
• ‘I see shots coming from the Mandalay Bay; half way up.’ [That is about 21st or 22nd floor.]
• ‘I’m seeing local flashes in the middle of Mandalay Bay on the north side oh on the west tower
but towards the centre of the casino.’
• ‘A flashing coming up from about a third of the way up, centre tower Mandalay Bay.’ [That is
about the 15th floor.]
• ‘Anybody have eyes on the shooter?’ ‘About 15th floor on the Mandalay Bay facing a whole
Lot.’
• ‘We have an active shooter inside the fairgrounds.’
• ‘Shots are coming from Gate 7. Gate 7. Shots are coming from Gate 7.’

• ‘Shooter in the fairground.’
• ‘Confirming the Mandalay Bay and Ali Baba and Giles are the two shooting locations. Do we
have a third?’

Thus, two officers reported shooting about the 15th floor and two reported shooting at
about the 21st floor, plus another location near Giles Street.
Excerpts from police radio chatter 2
Another source gives further police radio chatter recorded live on his camera as he filmed
the area from behind Hooters.19
• ‘Shooter at the front desk of the New York New York.’
• ‘Several suspects down at the New York New York.’
• ‘Active shooter at Tropicana.’
• ‘Active shooter at multiple locations.’
• ‘Two shots fired in the park area of the New York New York.’ [This was after Paddock had
been killed.]
• ‘Medics getting shot at, at the Tropicana.’
• ‘We have a strike team en route to the Tropicana.’
• ‘I need a medic at the Excalibur.’
• ‘I’m getting shots fired at Caesar’s and the Bellagio.’
• ‘413 at the Paris.’ [413 code is unknown; 133 is ‘possibly dangerous person’.]
• ‘We have a strike team of six at the Tropicana.’
• ‘Can we contact Planet Hollywood, reports of shots fired there.’
• ‘We have reports of shots fired at the Tropicana hotel.’
• ‘Suspect running across the roof.’ [Of the Tropicana]
• ‘At the Bellagio here, a man walking in with a rifle.’
• ‘A white pick-up truck pulled up with a guy with a rifle got out and ran northbound.’
• ‘There’s a female with a gunshot wound to the head at the Tropicana.’
In between some of these statements there are affirmations that the reports were false and
that there were no shots fired (e.g. at the Tropicana). Then later there are further reports of
shots fired, suspects down and people wounded.

19 RAW ‘Las

Vegas shooting back of Hooters and MGM with police scanner audio, 22 October 2017.
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This is evidence by trained police officers at the scene. Why is it being ignored or denied? If
the FBI story is correct, then all the Las Vegas police officers present are idiots that need
sacking.
Why hasn’t the mainstream media published this important evidence in the public domain
but the independent media has?
The audio and film
Eyewitnesses recorded various videos on their cell-phones and uploaded them. One in
particular was shot by a female tax-driver in her cab outside the Mandalay Bay hotel.
Another is by a concert-goer who filmed over 16 minutes of footage showing the whole
thing.20
The concert shooters
• Multiple witnesses claim to have heard / seen and have been shot by more than one
gunman in the concert crowd.
• One man, called Rocky Palermo, stated that he was shot by such a gunman and gave a
witness statement that has been ignored. He stated that more than one gunman shot at
him in the crowd in a horizontal trajectory. He says that there were between 3-5
shooters firing into the crowd. He was rushed to hospital with a .223 round in his
pelvis. He still has 30-40 pieces of bullet shrapnel inside his body. He tried to contact
the FBI to give evidence but they ignored his requests. Palermo is an avid hunter and is
familiar with guns and ballistics. He says that the trajectories were plainly evident. He
also questioned why certain exits of the concert were closed just before the shooting
when they had been open the night before. The video showing this testimony has been
censored by YouTube.
• Multiple witnesses allege that there were ground level shooters firing at the crowd.
• At least one video footage shows that there were shots in the crowd fired from a
handgun, about two or three shots. These were fired before the main automatic volleys.
• A woman has testified on film, to Laura Looper, who was in the VIP concert area. She
says that a single shot was fired from a handgun and a woman fell down having been
hit. This was before the main volleys. Terrified, she ran from the scene. She reported
her story to the police and FBI who did nothing.
• Police radio chat affirmed that there were shooters in the crowd (see earlier).
Audio of two or more shooters
There are films that give clear evidence of the audio of shots fired that can be forensically
analysed (though the authorities don’t seem interested).
Amateur and professional analysts have posted technical videos (soon deleted) and have
come to two conclusions.
The first is that more than one shooter was involved. Analysing the audio you can hear a
distant shooter as well as a nearby shooter. Though there is also the situation with echoes
off the buildings, there is certainly more than one shooter since the bursts do not match
the echoes in rounds fired.
This complies with many eyewitness statements who affirmed that there were multiple
shooters. Now some of these may have been deceived by echoes off the buildings but there
are too many to dismiss. Also shots were claimed to be fired into other hotels.
20 Mike Turber, ‘New Las

Vegas shooting video changes everything’, 9 October 2017.
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After this was written I saw a video by ‘The Health Ranger’21 giving extremely technical
audio details, formulas and analysis proving beyond any doubt that there were two
shooters in one audio clip. One at about 450 yards, another at about 250 yards. This is
unquestionable data from a professional forensic analyst.
Many witnesses claim to have heard overlapping gunfire. Specialists have analysed the
sound wave patterns and proved that there are two guns firing simultaneously.
Fire-flashes from lower windows
Videos show what looks like the firebursts of rifles from windows on lower floors of the
hotel. Some have tried to debunk this saying that they were reflections of strobe lights from
the stage over the road. Firstly, that seems very unlikely, as the strobes would likely be
pointed the other way or upward. Also, the strobing would have reflected off multiple
windows not just one. Secondly the flashes are in-sink with the noise of gunfire.
Two types of machine gun
Another analyst has compared audio of the shots fired with known machine guns and
proved that the main burst of firing was not a military Armalite M-16 rifle or a Colt AR-15
lightweight semi-automatic carbine and suchlike but was a much bigger, tripod-mounted,
belt-fed, machine gun. He has carefully compared the sound and rpm on film and
accurately demonstrated the point. In short, the long burst of automatic fire was not from
an ordinary assault rifle.
Now Paddock could not have smuggled such a weapon into the hotel in a suitcase.
Bursts of fire at the same time
Some videos have audio that clearly identify two guns firing at the same time; one lower,
one higher. This complies with witnesses that saw a shooter at ground level firing into the
crowd.
Another shooter in the Mandalay Bay
Multiple witnesses, including police describing the shootings on radio chatter, affirm that
there was a shooter firing from a lower floor of the hotel, about half way down. There are
openable windows in certain parts of the hotel, such as stairwells and lobbies.
The Bellagio Hotel shooting
A woman named Rene Downs posted a video claiming to witness shots being fired into the
Bellagio Hotel as well.22 The hotel was put on lockdown and over 100 witnesses heard a
shooter, who then fled in panic. Other eyewitnesses posted videos showing the lock down
and explained that the lobby windows were shot out at about 11.15. This was after Paddock
was shot dead.
In her live-streamed video she speaks to a security guard who agreed with her that the
narrative from the media being broadcast was false and that there was a local shooter.
It is impossible for Paddock to have been the shooter of the lobby glass; it is physically
impossible with buildings in the way and the distance is too great at over a mile and he was
dead at the time.

21

The Health Ranger, ‘Forensic acoustic proof of second shooter in the Las Vegas massacre’, 9 October 2017.
As well as Rene Downs videos, one live at the time of the shooting, she was interviewed by Jake
Morphonios on End Times News Report, 20 October 2017.
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This shooting is a hard fact; indeed it was a major incident causing massive panic with
people running away and discarding handbags and personal items. The Bellagio was shot
at which multiple witnesses experienced (and had to flee) and which resulted in material
damage. Why have the police ignored this?
Since this was a crime scene, why did the hotel clean up the mess and reinstall glass doors
within hours (between 2-6 am)?
Planet Hollywood shooting
Witness Orara Monroe, from Detroit, posted an interview claiming that there was a
shooting at the Planet Hollywood.23 [She provided multiple artefacts of hard evidence
proving her presence in Vegas and Planet Hollywood.]
She heard automatic weapons firing over and above the loud noises in the casino and slot
machines. She is familiar with weapons having had a military ex-husband and a police
officer father, as well as her experiences in Detroit.
On the second volley there was mass panic of many people, leaping over tables, knocking
things over (just as in the Bellagio). The PA system announced that there was a shooter on
the scene and told guests that they were not allowed to leave the building and exit on to the
strip. Guests were told not to Tweet or live-stream the shooting and panic by the police,
relayed by security. Guests were kept in the hotel for between 3-5 hours.
This is being ignored by the police and the media.
Tropicana
Guests (such as Orara Monroe) heard radio chatter on security scanners nearby saying that
paramedics had been shot at in the Tropicana Hotel. Other witnesses affirm that there was
a shooter stationed at the Tropicana.
None of this was reported by the police or the media.
The Luxor
There was a bomb threat at the Luxor Hotel. In response to this Homeland Security were
present to deal with this particular threat long before the FBI arrived.
This is being ignored by the police and the media.
Hooters
Some kind of massive event occurred at Hooters involving multiple casualties and
probably dead victims.
Benjamin Franks uploaded a mounted video at the window of the MGM Grand Hotel
monitoring nearly an hour of some sort of tragedy at Hooters opposite.24 You can see
ambulance after ambulance arrive to carry out bodies on stretchers. At one point there
were 16 ambulances parked outside Hooters utilising body-bags. Then fire trucks appeared
followed by a Hazmat truck. After more than 30 minutes, authorities then started covering
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Truth Media Films, ‘Las Vegas shooting eyewitness shatters official story’, 16 October 2017. Analysed by
Morphonios, End Time News Report, ‘Witness to shooting at Planet Hollywood (Vegas investigation 19), 21
October 2017.
24 Benjamin Franks, Mandalay Bay Las Vegas shooting aftermath perspective from the MGM Grand, 21.10
2017.
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up the area with a tarpaulin, presumably to hide the event. I would suggest that this event
is of huge importance.
Witness statements tell us that some concert-goers ran in a panic away from the venue
towards Hooters, only to be met by a panic-stricken crowd running away from Hooters.
Yet not a dicky-bird on the media about this massive event, which is also ignored by the
police. In fact the video reveals audio of TV news commentary while the filming of the
bodies takes place at Hooters. The news only talks about the shooting from the Mandalay
Bay and says nothing about Hooters, where possibly a similar event was taking place.
Other eyewitnesses
A former sports personality (who has chosen to remain anonymous) reported that shooters
were coming from other hotels and he named: the New York New York, the Tropicana, and
the Excalibur. Many witnesses affirm that there was a shooter firing from the Tropicana.
A comment on a YouTube video from a witness says that he was so scared and running that
he tore a muscle in his thigh. However, he was at Planet Hollywood and affirmed that shots
were fired there too.25
Multiple witnesses originally claimed to hear more than one gunman from more than one
station. Many affirm that there was a gunman at ground level near the concert, which
agrees with police radio chat.
Australian Brian Hodge was staying in the room next to Paddock. After hearing gunfire
from his floor he rushed outside and hid in the bushes, with some others, and phoned for
help. He stated that there were multiple shooters. He also stated that a security guard was
killed on his floor.26
Body in Mandalay Bay
Video and photographs have emerged, from Laura Looper and others, showing a dead
body face-down on the ground floor of the Mandalay Bay beside a column. This was at the
time that police officers were patrolling the area to secure it, who can be seen in the video.
Paddock could not have killed this person 32 floors up.
Police
There are videos and photographs of multiple policemen crouching behind police cars
pointing their weapons in several different directions at threats from several geographic
locations.
Policemen have been interviewed anonymously and many have stated that they believe
that the shots fired at other hotels were to deliberately drag the police away from the
concert area and to entrap them into being fired upon. Many police officers affirm that
more than one gunman was involved.
After many police officer statements that ran contrary to the official narrative, a gag order
was placed on all policemen not to talk to the media.
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Comment by Orara Monroe, on Catalyst Taylor, ‘Truth about the mysterious Las Vegas massacre’,
2 October 2017.
26 Source: Freedom Daily, 4 October 2017.
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Bodies on pavements
Multiple witnesses have stated that there were dead bodies of victims on the pavements in
the vicinity of the Excalibur and New York New York hotels distant from the concert. It
was not possible that they were shot at the concert and dragged themselves hundreds of
yards but they were shot outside these hotels.27
Why has this obviously important evidence not been mentioned by the police or the
media? How can it be covered up if multiple witnesses saw the bodies?
Gunman arrested?
Police arrested Scott Edmisten, of Johnson City, carrying a .357 Magnum, a .45 semiautomatic, a .223 fully automatic assault rifle, a .308 fully automatic assault rifle and more
than 900 rounds of ammo after being stopped for speeding. The weapons were not
registered and had no serial numbers. He was arrested 32 hours after the attack and
distant from Vegas in Tennessee, but he had time to drive that far.28
The international media mostly ignored this incident which was reported by Washington
County Sheriff Ed Graybeal.
FBI whistleblower
An FBI whistleblower, remaining anonymous for obvious reasons, affirmed that the
shooter was an FBI agent involved in a gun-running scheme similar to that in Libya. He
said, ‘The LVMPD knows the motive behind the attack but the FBI will not allow us to release the
motive because it implicates the FBI in illegal arms deals and supplying arms to ISIS terrorists
within US borders. Stephen Paddock was an undercover FBI agent who participated in multiple
illegal arms deals in the Las Vegas area in a gun running entrapment scheme similar to Fast and
Furious. Paddock thought he was engaging in another routine arms transfer, but ISIS operatives
who were going to meet him learned about the entrapment scheme and Paddock’s true identity.
They killed him and carried out the massacre and then fled the scene.’

His email also affirmed that the Las Vegas police are disgusted and are pushing for this
information to be formally released to the public. ISIS did claim responsibility. In May ISIS
released a 44-minute video of the strip in Las Vegas calling on their supporters to carry out
attacks on this area.29
This is astonishing if true. If this has aired on-line and is in the public domain, how can the
police ignore it?
However, is this disinformation to distract investigators?
Conclusion
There was more than one gunman using more than one type of weapon. There was a
minimum of two shooters but a possible maximum of ten.

The cover-up: media Control
Google
Within a few days Google and YouTube (owned by Google) announced that they were
‘tweaking’ their search engine algorithms to exclude ‘misinformation and conspiracy theories’.
27

See, for example, End Times News Report, interview with Las Vegas local Uber driver (18), 19 October
2017.
28 The Johnson City Press.
29 Source: Freedom Daily, 4 October 2017.
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While there are a number of deluded people online peddling rubbish, these tweaks were
aimed to delete the excellent alternative media news analysts.
The week before, Facebook and then YouTube censored Syrian Girl’s30 content because she
was exposing lie after lie in the official narrative regarding Syria. Free speech is not under
threat; it is being vigorously attacked because no one trusts the mainstream media
anymore.
YouTube
Within days of the shootings YouTube videos that had showed technical faults in the
official narrative (such as exposing multiple shooters using different weapons) were
deleted. After that, multiple videos about the shooting were deleted.
Facebook
In a similar way, Facebook pages that had contained eyewitness statements started being
deleted.
Others
Pages on other platforms, such as 4-Chan, also started disappearing.
Phones and laptops wiped
InfoWars reported that after witnesses were interviewed by the FBI their cell-phones and
laptops were returned to them wiped clean.
Conclusion
Google and YouTube acted in collusion with the government to maintain the official
narrative and acted to delete alternative views, witness statements and films that
contradicted the formal position. Shortly afterwards many other platforms also began
censoring content.
Fortunately, many viewers understood the importance of certain posts and did a screen
grab. Also some posts were retrieved using archive websites. While some items have been
lost, others have been saved.

The cover-up: witness control
Witnesses threatened
Commentators like CIA whistleblower Robert David Steele,31 have stated that witnesses
have been intimidated by people with FBI credentials (they may not be FBI in fact) saying
that if they mention anything other than the official narrative they will be put in jail. Even
victims of the shooting in hospital have been warned off.
Disappearing witnesses
Hawaiian Chad Nishimura, a valet parker at the Mandalay bay, disappeared and then all
his social media accounts were deleted. This was after he gave a witness statement that
Paddock did not carry much luggage into the hotel. He gave this account to Moanike’ala
Nabarro of Hawaiian ABC affiliate KITV4. The 4-Chan Island News web page stating this
was then deleted.
On 26 October the news appeared that Chad had been shot dead outside his church.
30

Maram Susli (aka Mimi al Laham). 27-year old Syrian living in Australia who posts excellent and accurate
geo-political commentary and has been 100% correct in her predictions.
31 YouTube, Sarah Westall, ‘Robert David Steele: Las Vegas Massacre false flag case study’, 7 October 2017.
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Sudden death of witnesses
Kymberley Suchomel (28) posted extensive and detailed witness statements on her
Facebook page explaining that there was a second gunman. In fact she stated that a
gunman chased and shot people in the crowd. After posting this she mysteriously died in
her sleep with no apparent cause of death after her husband left for work at 4.30am.
A female witness who saw the second shooter has been found dead. Videos that gave
details on this have been deleted.
A witness, named John Beilman, who reported to the FBI went home and then,
supposedly, killed his daughter in the backyard and then shot himself.
Dennis and Lorraine Carrer were killed in a car crash fireball on Avenida de Arboles near
Nurrieta, California.
Danny Contreras, who reported being chased by two gunmen, was found shot dead.
Multiple witnesses have told investigators that they refuse to identify themselves to the FBI
because they fear for their lives.
House burned down
Michelle Flores, a concert-goer witness, saw her house burned down after giving evidence.
This was attributed to the California fires, which themselves are being questioned as
multiple arson.32

Coincidences
The stage lights
Why were the stage lights turned on the crowd when at least some of the shots were being
fired and yet when the shooting had stopped, and first aiders were trying to help victims,
the lights were turned off and medical care was hindered?
The venue gates
Witnesses claim33 that exit of people was impeded by the closure of certain venue gates,
chiefly all the ones exiting on to the strip. They also state that these were not closed during
the concert the previous night of the festival. It is almost as if this were to deliberately herd
the panicked victims through one or two gates.
The stage performers
Why did the lead singer, and then others on stage, run off stage very quickly once the firing
had started. This was long before panic had set in from the crowd. They seemed to
understand what was going on before the audience. Yet with their ears plugged into the PA
system and the lights centred upon them, how could they possible hear or see shooters
before the crowd?
Does the tattoo on the lead singer’s arm of a Jack and an Ace playing card (numbering
1/10)34 mean anything or is it just chance?

32 Dozens of wildfires all at once with highly selected damage (e.g. cars melted but nearby trees unharmed)?
Note that the land burned down was being proposed for development.
33 Such as Rocky Palermo and many others. You can see videos of this.
34 I.e. 1st October.
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Military medical exercise
Shortly before the massacre, the State of Nevada conducted military drills based on the
theme of a mass shooting with multiple victims. Apparently nearly identical numbers of
casualties were involved.
The exercise was staged by Nellis Air Force base two days before as a preparation for the
forthcoming Aviation Nation Air Show.35 The simulated drill had 100 trauma patients
coming in which is almost the exact number that came in after the shooting.
This follows a pattern that has been long established, going back to 9/11, whereby there are
coincidental military / police exercises that mimic a subsequent tragedy.
The telegraphing of malevolent intentions is a typical aspect of an occult ritual to show
power.
FEMA
A FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) exercise was taking place across the
city at the same time with many crisis actors involved.
EMT
There was no Emergency Medical Response Team to speak of for a long time. People died
because the medical response was not sufficient.
Selling of stocks
In the weeks before the shooting, huge amounts of stocks in the Mandalay Bay were sold
by MGM Management, which was very unusual. After the shooting the stock plummeted in
value. MGM will then be able to buy back more stock at a lower price and make money as
the shares naturally return to value. This equates to over $190 million of insider trading.
MGM was expected to up in market value since it had recently adopted a $1 billion
repurchase programme (buying its own stock). Why would anyone bet on its dipping in
value?
MGM CEO, James Murren, sold 80% of his personal shares in the company just before the
massacre.36 Why would a CEO managing a repurchasing of his company then sell 80% of
his stock? The only explanation is that he knew the stock would collapse. Murren could
then buy them back cheap and make millions.
Big financiers can make billions from this trading activity and some have named George
Soros as profiteering. He bought a ‘Put-Option’ of 1.35 million MGM shares costing $42
million, eight weeks before the massacre (betting against the stock).37 This means that you
believe the stock will drop in price. When the stock did fall after the massacre, Soros made
a fortune. This suggests that he had foreknowledge of the event. It is Insider Dealing,
which is illegal.
At the very least this suspicious activity requires a federal investigation.
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Penny for your thoughts, 6 October 2017. Her source: www.nellis.af.mil/ but this seems to have been
amended.
36 The Securities and Exchange Commission, Form 4, statement of changes of beneficial ownership for
James Murren regarding MGM Resorts International.
37 The Securities and Exchange Commission released his filing data.
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The phone charger
A phone charger was found in Paddock’s room but no phone. Specialist analysts have
noticed that this charger is one used for communisation radios utilised by US Special
Forces and the CIA.38

Occult connections
Occultism, Luciferianism, Talmudic Judaism and Freemasonry all use many symbols,
codes and gematria in their rituals, activities and mythology. Now while some of these may
seem contrived and arbitrary to us, this is exactly what they do. What appears contrived to
reason is highly important to these people.
Many of the false flag atrocities staged by the Luciferian global Elite involve occult
synchronicities; there are too many of these to be a coincidence. This is also true in Las
Vegas. There are too many occult synchronicities to make these an accident.39
Paddock
The Oxford English Dictionary explains that the name ‘Paddock’ is another word
historically used in the occult for ‘a familiar spirit in the shape of a toad’. Shakespeare used the
word in Macbeth, Act 1, scene 1, when the three witches speak.40 Today it refers to a field in
which a horse is kept.
The major photograph of Paddock that is being circulated in the media shows him with
eyes closed. There are also aspects of this photo that professionals have affirmed have been
altered. In occult circles, this image would be known as ‘eyes wide shut’ (meaning: not
seeing clearly, a dreamlike state or turning from something evil). Why would the media use
such a rubbish portrait when many more must be available?
Though this may be contrived, some have noticed the number 13 either tattooed on
Paddock’s neck in this photo, or being an accidental form of the skin, or added later. See
below on ‘13’.
The day
The 1st October is 91 days before the end of the year. This number has occult connections.
91 is 7 x 13, both 7 and 13 are heavily used in occult ideas.
7
The symbolism of the number 7 is well known in all circles. It is the world’s favourite
number and in Christian numerology speaks of perfection. To pagans it is considered
lucky. It has such wide connotations in secular, pagan, Masonic, religious and occult circles
that whole books have been written about it.
It can refer to the solar system (which was historically thought to contain only seven
planets), the seven classes of angels in the Kabbalah, or seven things formed before the
world. In short, it means whatever your background tells you it means.

38 Anonymous

Exposed, 9 October 2017.
I am very slightly indebted here to a blog by Ken Belson, Jennifer Medina & Richard Perez-Pena. The item
was quoted in another blog by Michael Hoffman.
40 ‘I come, Grimalkin; Paddock calls anon; Fair is foul, and foul is fair; Hover through the fog and filthy
air.’
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13
13 appears frequently in occult American symbols (the plan of Washington DC is filled with
occult and Masonic symbolism). The Great Seal of America has 13 levels on the pyramid, 13
feathers on the tail, 13 arrows, and 13 leaves.
There are various occult meanings attributed to this number, such as rebellion or being
unlucky.
The numbers equate to letters (gematria); 7 = ‘G’ and 13 = ‘M’. Thus we have the letters
‘GM’. This could represent ‘Grand Master’ an order of Freemasons. It could also represent
a neologism which is a synonym for, ‘a scam, a rip-off, being deceived, being conned, being
cheated’ [Urban Dictionary].
The guns
There were 23 firearms found in the hotel suite of the ‘gunman’.
‘23’ is an important occult number. It is considered variously as: lucky, strange, sinister,
sacred to the god Eris and other gods. Eris is the Greek goddess of strife and discord, the
opposite of the goddess Harmonia. The name is equivalent to the Latin ‘Discordia’.
However, Homer associated her with the war-goddess Enyo, whose Latin equivalent is
Bellona.
‘23’ has also been called ‘The 23 Enigma’, e.g. by William S Burroughs, and is connected
with misfortune or tragedy. It is identified with the Illuminati in various books.41 It appears
in the TV series, Stargate Universe (season 1, episode 14, ‘Human’).
The hotel
The ‘gunman was claimed to be firing from the 32nd floor.
‘32’ is nearly the highest level in Freemasonry42 and is also an occult number. It is also the
reverse of 23.
To some it is the karmic liberation sought in the tests of natural law (8 x 4 = 32). To the
Pythagoreans it was a symbol of justice. In the Jewish Kaballa the world was created in 32
ways and forms 32 mysterious paths of Wisdom. 32 also forms the attributes of the divine
name being formed by the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet and the 10 Sephiroth43 of the
Sephirothic tree.
The 32 chapters of the Apocalypse of Abraham found in the Qumran library refer to the
end times when pagan nations will be punished and the messiah appears. Buddha had 32
virtues. The human mouth normally contains 32 teeth. And so on.
Aside: Robert Steele (ex-CIA) stated that, originally, the people responsible knocked out
the wrong window and that this had to be covered up and the right window was then
broken.44

41 RA Wilson & R Shea, The Illuminatus Trilogy. RA Wilson, Cosmic Trigger: the final secret of the
Illuminati.
42 ‘The Master of the Royal Secret’.
43 Jewish mysticism. The ten (or sometimes 12) Sephiroth (or Sefirot) are spheres or universal regions
gravitating round the infinite. They are the attributes or emanations of the Kabbalah through which Ein Sof
(the infinite) reveals himself.
44 YouTube, Sarah Westall op. cit.
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The vicinity
The area chosen for the attack was filled with occult images, symbols and erections; such
as Egyptian symbolism (pyramid, obelisk, Sphinx, statues of Pharaohs etc.).
• To the side of the Mandalay Bay hotel there is an Egyptian type obelisk with the name
Luxor on it.45
• The obelisk was an Egyptian icon in dedication to Sirius. ‘Sirius’ has its own occult
connections (see later).
• According to the Urban Dictionary, ‘Luxor’ is also the name of a sex-act where a
woman engages with four males culminating in a pyramid shape. Accordion to occult
terminology, ‘Luxor’ means, ‘source of light’ and refers to Lucifer, the light bringer.46
• The concert was in front of the obelisk.
• The concert was in front of two statues of Pharaohs.
• The concert was in front of the Luxor Hotel, which is in the shape of a pyramid. In
occult practice a pyramid is a magnifying force; hence sacrifices were made on certain
pyramids to amplify the effect of a blood offering (especially in South America).
• A vertical bright light shines into the sky from the apex of the Luxor. This is one of the
few objects on Earth visible from space. It represents Lucifer, the light bringer.
• The concert was in front of the Sphinx47 that is part of the Luxor Hotel.
It seems reasonable to affirm that the massacre could be a blood sacrifice to the gods of
Egypt that are also worshipped by Freemasons.
The concert where the victims were situated
The concert theme was called ‘Route 91 Harvest Festival’.
‘Harvest’ has various occult ramifications, especially in connection with the sacrificial
killing of victims offered to a god. Harvestime has long been a season in occult rituals and
nature religions where humans were sacrificed to gods to placate them before Winter.
The sponsor of the concert was Sirius XM radio. The star Sirius has close connections to
Egyptian mythology and religious objects. According to Albert Pike, a chief Mason, Sirius is
the ‘blazing star’ of Masonic lodges. (See ‘obelisk’ above.)
Conclusion
These are way too many coincidences to be accidental. There seems to be some careful
planning and choices in all this.
Subsequent to writing this other researchers have found very many more occult
synchronicities, which frankly become a bit boring and oblique. Yet to the Luciferians
behind this such details are important.

45

Luxor is a city in eastern Egypt, on the east bank of the Nile. It is the site of the southern part of ancient
Thebes and contains the ruins of the temple built by Amenhotep III and of monuments erected by Rameses
II.
46 The origin is the Old English, from Latin, meaning ‘light-bringing’ and ‘morning star’, from lux, luc =
‘light’ plus –fer, i.e. ‘bearing’.
47 In Greek Mythology the Spinx was a winged monster of Thebes, having a woman's head and a lion's body.
In Egyptian mythology it was an ancient Egyptian stone figure having a lion's body and a human or animal
head, especially the huge statue near the Pyramids at Giza. It suggests transhumanism.
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Theories to be dismissed
Taxi door mirror shooter
One person alleges that the taxi driver’s footage shows muzzle flashed captured by accident
in her door mirror. He alleges that this places a shooter at the side of the Mandalay bay
hotel shooting at a height below the level of street lamps. Oddly, he then alleges that the
location was a low rooftop nearby which would be above the level of street lamps.
Jake Morphonios has demonstrated,48 using slowed down footage, that the flashes are not
in sync with the shots fired. He explains that the flashes are, in fact, the flashing of the
indicator lights of a car behind the taxi.
There were shooters firing from a helicopter
There are three or four major helicopter companies in Vegas who all follow the same route
in the same formation. If any helicopter were to stop (as in to fire at the concert) the other
helicopters would be forced to stop and wait in line to pass.
The helicopter pilots are a small community who all know each other and share
information. If another chopper had come, say from Nellis Air Force base, pilots would
have known about it in their air space.
There were commercial choppers, which are very quiet, in the air flying over the concert as
usual.
Jake Morphonios discussed the theory with the local helicopter companies who do not
accept this theory.49 He later analysed the FAA data which showed all the relevant
helicopters flying in the vicinity at the relevant times and accounted for them down to the
registration numbers. They were all tourist aircraft and one police helicopter.50

Multiple explanations
Apart from the official narrative that this was a mad, lone gunman with no motive acting
randomly, there have been many other claims. These include:
The gunman was a recent convert to ISIS and this was an Islamic jihadi attack
Yet there is no evidence of this and there is no knowledge of it in his immediate family, nor
any prior indications of Paddock leaning this way. In fact his gambling and heavy drinking
continued up to the event.
The gunman was a member of Antifa and it was a left-wing attack on Republican
sympathisers (Country Music fans are presumed to be right-wing).
Again, there is no hard evidence of this.
The gunman was a Trump supporter who was disillusioned by recent political
events.
Yet again, there is no hard evidence of this. In fact, a Trump supporter is unlikely to have
fired upon other Trump supporters.

48 End

Times News Report, ‘Gunman on the ground behind taxi cab theory’, 14 October 2017.
Times News Report, ‘The Helicopter sniper theory’, 14 October 21017.
50 End Times News Report, ‘Las Vegas shooting – detailed analysis of helicopter flights’, (20), 22 October
2017.
49 End
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The gunman was reacting to anti-depressants that had the side effect of causing
psychotic behaviour.
This doesn’t make sense. Diazepam does have possible (rare) side-effects of causing
depression and paranoia but it takes much more than that to plan and carry out a massacre
of young people. Also a person on the necessary heavy doses of Valium (trade name) would
find it difficult to gather, carry and use all those weapons since it causes lassitude.
It didn’t happen. It was a staged event like other previous massacres.
There are some relevant questions which need answering; such as:
• Why photographs of dead bodies in the concert area had not turned blue.
• Why dead bodies had not evacuated their excretion systems.
• Why was there not a much bigger panic when the shooting started and people began to
fall down?
• Why were there no pictures of body parts, which would be expected.
• Crisis actors have been identified.51
• Some claimed witnesses assert that someone next to them had their head blown off but
had no blood spattering on them.
However, this has to be balanced by witnesses that claim to have seen dead people and
others that affirmed that their friends had died. There is video evidence of people getting
into cabs with blood on them, scared out of their lives. There is also video of shots being
fired and people immediately crying in pain. Then there is a video of a first-aider trying to
help victims, going from person to person. I do not believe this is faked and the film clearly
shows both dead and wounded people. There is much circumstantial evidence of people
with injuries which cannot all be false.
Also the event was too public to get away with such an enormous lie. The strip was heavily
populated with locals and visitors – too many eyewitnesses.
Trauma victims were taken to the University Medical Centre of Southern Nevada where
they were treated by civilian and military doctors. These include Major Charles Chesnut of
Nellis Air Force Base and UMC trauma surgery chief Dr Douglas Fraser. News footage
shows testimonies of patients, which appear to be genuine. There are also stories of treated
patients subsequently facing high medical bills.
Furthermore, the local airport staff confirmed that two bullets had penetrated the fuel
tanks but caused no explosion. Thus real bullets had been fired (unless the private airport
staff are lying). Subsequently, photos of the bullet holes were uploaded.
Survivors of the massacre have responded to videos claiming that the shooting was faked
with vitriolic anger and outrage.
A hybrid mix of a staged event with a genuine massacre
Whistleblowers claim that Homeland Security and FEMA stage military drills of
catastrophes, which then involve actual trauma. It seems that the Elite hijack a staged
exercise and overlay it with a real terrorist attack for an ulterior motive.
Some specialists have studied the films of Las Vegas and asserted that they can point out
crisis actors and fake victims but then compare them to real victims and real dead people.52

51

Such as a woman called both Katie Foley and Alex Israel.
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This certainly seems possible and previous fake terrorist attacks (Boston bombing, Sandy
Hook)53 confirm that something is wrong in the whole picture. However, I am in no
position to be able to confirm this.
It seems entirely possible that this was a hybrid that began as a staged-managed event with
crisis actors and then became real with genuinely wounded people. That may account for
the delay in the panic that is seen in some videos. Some people appear confused and do not
take cover when the shots are fired.
In fact some concert-goers actually shouted that the shots were fake and stayed standing
under real gunfire. Only when people were shot nearby did these people realise that this
was not staged as part of some drill.
Conclusion
I can find no substantive reason to deny that the massacre was genuine. However, there is
some evidence that this may have been part of a staged exercise that became real.
A multiple terror attack which was then covered up
ISIS have targeted Las Vegas for attack; that much is certain.
We now know that there were multiple shooters, attacks involving multiple areas of the
city, attacks on many hotels as well as the concert plus a potential bomb attack. There
appear to be shooting victims all over the strip.
What if there was a real terrorist attack by ISIS that piggy-backed on a planned
government attack that went wrong. It may be that the terrorists completely took law
enforcement by surprise and the response was utterly useless, being one of the worst
attacks in history, showing that despite the draconian security measures, the US cannot
protect its own citizens.
Fearing a severe public backlash, the authorities had to cover up what really happened
because it showed that they were incompetent and useless. Why no police at the Bellagio?
Why no police at Hooters for some time? Why no massive police presence elsewhere where
people were shot at?
Thus the official statement of one mad gunman, something that no one can really prevent.
This is more acceptable than a multiple, successful, planned terrorist attack.
Conclusion
Whatever the answer, the authorities were absolutely useless.
• There were no EMT when they were needed at the concert. They turned up later when
victims died for lack of treatment.
• The concert lights were turned on for the shooting and off for the recovery of victims.
• There was no police response after the 21.59 shooting.
• Breaching Paddock’s door took well over an hour.
• There was no, or very little, police presence at the concert when they were needed.
• There were no police present when a shooter shot the windows of the Bellagio and
caused a massive public panic.
52 See Sarah Westall

op. cit. Robert Steele, American Herald Tribune, 6 October 2017.
E.g. Sandy Hook was an abandoned school with multiple building problems such as asbestos. It had no
administration, no Parents Teacher Assoc., no awards, no newspaper articles; when the medics showed up
they were not allowed in because there were no dead bodies.
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• There was no police forensic team securing the scene at the Bellagio, which was cleaned

up illegally.
• A significant police presence was very slow at the New York New York, Tropicana,
Excalibur, and Planet Hollywood. Yet there was shooting: from, at, inside and towards
these locations and bodies at some.
• There was no significant police presence at Hooters until long after the ambulances had
arrived in force and began removing bodies; only then did a tactical team arrive
followed by a Hazmat team.
• On top of all this, the police then staged press conference after press conference
denying all the above and saying there was only one shooter and only victims at the
concert when even their own radio chatter says the opposite confirming multiple
shooters in multiple locations.
Faced with the biggest terrorist event in history, covering the widest area in an urban
space, all the authorities could do was tell dozens of lies and try to deceive the population.

The political outcome
Gun control
This has been a long-term objective of the Elite because a well-armed population is hard to
control under martial law.
Although the Elite have taken over the American government and ruled it in secret for
decades, especially since the death of JFK, it has been unable to impose Communist
totalitarianism upon the US because it would lose a civil war due to massive gun
ownership, which is what the Second Amendment was designed for. In fact a state like
Wisconsin has more guns than some small countries. Thus the Elite has long strived to get
rifles and semi-automatic weapons criminalised (fully automatic weapons are already
illegal, and certainly one was used in Las Vegas).
Within 11 hours of the reports of the shootings, on 2 October, politicians began to advocate
gun reforms, such as Democrat Gabrielle Giffords (House of Representatives). Hillary
Clinton tweeted about gun control. Media scribes followed like parrots; the New York
Times called for a repeal of the Second Amendment, for example.
California Democrat Dianne Feinstein introduced legislation, which would ban the sale of
bump stocks, which increase the rate of fire on legal weapons. Paddock had two bump
stocks according to police.
Subsequently 16 gun control bills have been filed in Congress: (US House of
Representatives) HR 3947, HR3962, HR 3984, HR 3986, HR 3987, HR 3998. HR 3999,
HR 4018, HR 4025, HR 4052, HR 4057; (Senate) S 1915, S 1916, S 1923, S 1939, S 1045.
Although every time there is a mass shooting in America there are calls for gun controls,
these calls backfire as gun sales go up exponentially as people fear and seek personal
protection. This happened on this occasion also.
Security screening
The Huffington Post quickly issued a post asking, ‘Do US hotels need metal detectors?’.
Clamours began to deploy x-ray scanners and suchlike into all hotels as a matter of
urgency, some have already done this.
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Michael Chertoff, former head of Homeland Security and Assistant Attorney General on
9/11 represents a firm that manufactures such things. What a coincidence! The CEO of
Chertoff’s firm54 (Chad Sweet, a former CIA agent) went on TV mentioning the need for
full-body scanners.
The spread of fear
The Elite need constant bogeymen and traumatic events to keep the population in fear and
subservience. Such events are also required as excuses to ramp up the need for more
security forces everywhere and to restrict civil liberties. Calls for a greater level of security
forces have already been broadcast.
Censorship
See earlier, ‘Cover-up’. This was an opportunity for the Deep State to identify truth-tellers
in the alternative media and shut them down on certain platforms.
It is now time to abandon Google and YouTube and for more honest websites to be
developed.

What can we say with reasonable certainty?
We don’t have a lot of data on Stephen Paddock and cannot affirm one thing or another
regarding motive or causality.
The police were very slow to react and when they did there are questions about the veracity
of their story.
There was certainly more than one gunman without any shadow of doubt.
The gunmen used more than one type of weapon.
The M-60 type machine gun heard and filmed by witnesses could not have been smuggled
into the hotel in a suitcase and was unlikely to have been used by a single individual acting
alone. Paddock could not have operated this weapon.
Paddock could not have smuggled 23 rifles, bipods, scopes and ammo into his hotel room.
There is serious doubt that Paddock could have been able to be so successful in killing over
50 people outright and wounding over 500.
The Campos story is riddled with mysteries.
There are multiple occult synchronicities that deny the idea of coincidence. This posits a
pre-planned, well-executed action by many people in authority.
There were at least two prior warnings that this would happen. One of them claimed that it
was a government project and named Michael Chertoff as a beneficiary. [This man covered
up 9/11.]
Certain objectives of the Deep State were advantaged by this tragedy.

54

The Chertoff Group. It contains many people that formerly worked for the CIA and Homeland Security.
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Google and YouTube acted in collusion with the government to maintain the official
narrative and acted to delete alternative views, witness statements and films that
contradicted the formal position. This is proof of the end of free speech.

Some examples of clear errors in the official narrative
• Paddock was claimed to be drinking heavily in the casino but the casino management
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

stated that Paddock did not drink while he was gambling.
Why have the police not investigated Paddock’s odd trip to Phoenix?
The official narrative states that Paddock kept a ‘do not disturb’ sign on his room for
days but the casino manager affirmed that security procedures include checking on any
guests who post such a sign for longer than 12 hours.
Why is there no explanation of how Paddock could have smuggled 23 guns past hotel
security?
Why have the police ignored witness statements of guns being unloaded from a white
van by mercenary types?
Police state that Paddock left the casino at 21.50. In the nine minutes before he is
alleged to have fired 200 rounds at Campos, Paddock had to: walk from the casino to
an elevator, ascend 32 floors, walk up to his room, screw brackets to the stair-well door
to jam it, set up four cameras inside and outside his room, barricade his door, and then
shoot at Campos.
It is unbelievable that Paddock could have fired 200 rounds into a restricted area at
Campos and only give him a flesh wound in the leg.
The police ignored multiple claims by eyewitnesses that someone fired a handgun at
people in the VIP area of the concert, killing at least one. This was about 15 seconds
before the first rifle volley.
The police ignored multiple claims by eyewitnesses, including filmed / audio evidence,
that there was at least one gunman in the concert crowd. Some assert that one gunman
chased panicked people fleeing.
The police were informed of a shooter at Mandalay Bay around 21.59 before the main
volley fire. Why did they do nothing?
Why did the police wait 75 minutes before breaching the door?
Why are the police ignoring the multiple evidence of more than one shooter? This
evidence includes forensic audio analysis, video evidence, and eye-witnesses
statements.
Why have the police not explained the potential shootings and the actual mass panic at
multiple hotels, including Hooters, and the Bellagio?
Why have the police ignored reports of dead bodies in multiple places?
Why is there no investigation into who the warning woman was and what her
connection was?
Why have the police ignored the precise predictive warning on 4-Chan by a
whistleblower?
How can the police justify the multiple discrepancies in the security guards’ stories?
Why does the official narrative contradict multiple statements by the police heard on
radio scanners?
Why have the police ignored the FBI whistleblower who affirmed that Paddock was a
gun-runner?
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Suggestions as to who controlled this
The massive use of symbolism means that this was heavily controlled. There have been
various aspersions cast about the planners, but these are consistently mentioned:
• Freemasons.
• Opus Dei.55
• Mossad (Zionism).
• Muslim terrorists (but these would not use all the occult symbolism).
• Muslim terrorists involved in an ATF / FBI sting operation gone bad.
• Federal agencies in collusion with the above (FBI, CIA etc.).
Can this be proved; not at all, but the modus operandi fits all of these. In fact, it is highly
possible that all elite organisations were involved, as they have been in operations since the
murder of JFK.
Robert Steele (ex-CIA) affirms that the perpetrators were Zionists in official positions
across various government agencies, including the CIA, FBI, Homeland Security and
FEMA.56
Previous form
For those who find it hard to believe that the FBI and CIA could fake a terrorist act and kill
Americans note the following:
• Operation Northwoods:57 this is now a declassified document that can be accessed. It
shows how the Joint Chiefs of Staff were presented with, and approved of, options to
use false flags in order to provoke a military attack on Cuba. These include crashing
passenger aeroplanes using a faked MIG 15 (F-86 painted),58 using drones (even in the
early 1960s), attacking civilian shipping and pretending it was the Cubans, attacking
military bases with friendly Cubans dressed as enemy Cubans etc.
• Julian Assange’s testimony about the FBI: the founder of WikiLeaks, which has never
been proved false, affirmed that the FBI has been constantly faking terrorists acts and
then foiling them in order to get budgets. ‘What is the business of the FBI? Extracting tax.
What does it need to do that? A stable threat. Prob? Real terrorists are sporadic and make the
FBI look weak. Solution. Make them. The FBI is giving guns to the mentally ill to attack people
then leaping to save the day, cameras rolling. What a bunch of jerks.59 Almost all ‘terror’ plots
are created by the FBI as part of its business model.’

• Judge Napolitano:60 affirmed that of a recent count of 17 terrorist actions interrupted
by the FBI, all were orchestrated by the FBI.61 Three others were interrupted by
members of the public (the ‘Shoe Bomber’, the ‘Underwear Bomber’, and the ‘Times
Square bomber’).

55 Opus Dei: a Roman Catholic organisation of laymen and priests founded in Spain in 1928. It is claimed to
be an arm of the global Elite.
56 Robert Steele, American Herald Tribune, 6 October 2017.
57 The Joint Chiefs of Staff (signed LL Lemnitzer, chairman), ‘Memorandum for the Secretary of Defence,
subject: Justification for US Military Intervention in Cuba (TS)’, 13 March 1962.
58 North America F-86 Sabre (or Sabrejet), which looked similar to a MIG 15. Both had swept wings. It can
be seen in the Robert Mitchum film, ‘The Hunters’ and the original 1954 ‘Godzilla’.
59 Such as 25-year old Sami Osmakac who was broke and mentally ill. He was the target of an FBI sting
operation who provided him with weapons and a car bomb which was seen in a martyrdom video. They even
gave him the money for a taxi to get to the target.
60 Senior judicial analyst for Fox News.
61 Moxnewa.com, FOX news, Judge Napolitano, ‘The FBI planned and paid for terror plots’.
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• Trevor Aaronson: author of the book, ‘The Terror Factory: Inside the FBI’s
manufactured war on terrorism’.
• US terrorist training camps: There are 22 Islamic terrorist training camps inside the
US that the government allows to continue.
• Study: A study [‘Inventing Terrorists: The lawfare of pre-emptive prosecution’]
conducted in 2014 revealed that 94% of all terror attacks foiled by the FBI were in fact
invented by the FBI as entrapment plots.62
The actions of the FBI have been proved to be corrupt, incompetent and anti-American by
numerous commentators but especially by FBI whistleblower Sibel Edmonds (see her
book, ‘A Classified Woman’).
The sorts of methods used include giving arms to terrorists, setting up plans with terrorist
patsies, using mentally unstable people to plan an attack and then preventing it, giving
explosive equipment to potential terrorist and much more.
The activities of the CIA in creating, funding, training, supporting, arming and treating
wounded jihadi terrorists like ISIS and al-Qaeda (they created both) are now so well
established as to be axiomatic. I have longed explained this but even Russia has formally
stated this in public. Both the CIA and the FBI were involved, with other players like
Mossad, LBJ, and the mob, in the assassination of JFK.
Both the FBI and the CIA are perfectly capable of performing or sponsoring the Las Vegas
atrocity.

Conclusion
Is it possible that all the occult symbolism is coincidence? Yes, it is possible. Is it possible
that the suggestions of multiple shooters are wrong? Yes, but not likely. The official
account of the narrative of a lone gunman may be true, even if highly implausible. Are the
political / commercial opportunists simply taking advantage of a situation they had
nothing to do with? Yes, it is possible. It may also be possible that Paddock was one
shooter in a team of shooters and that he was left as the patsy.
However, there are too many problems, coincidences and convenient repercussions in the
official account for my liking. Also what about the prior, very specific, warnings?
This epic-scale act of evil, shooting concert-goers in the face, like one poor girl, and killing
59, is far beyond any act of politics, whether left or right. This is to do with evil and
Satanism. This is part of the satanic world that the devil is seeking to bring forth.
Those involved with this, and it seems to point to some sort of satanic ritualised killing
spree, plus promoting a political and business agenda, are evil personified. It shows the
level to which people in power have succumbed to demonic control. The fact that all levels
of the authorities and media are covering up the truth implicates them also in this iniquity.
This needs exposing.63

62 RT, ‘Inventing terrorists: new study
63 Eph 5:11, ‘have no

reveal FBI set up terrorism-related prosecution’, 15 June 2014.
fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose them’.
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The more I look at this the clearer it becomes that this is a false flag. People all around the
world are waking up to the many inconsistencies and errors in this and are coming to the
same conclusion.
The fact is that the Elite people involved in this have been really stupid. They have not
planned sufficiently; they have used the wrong patsy and in their arrogance have made too
many mistakes. Soon it will be impossible to maintain the official narrative.
However, there will be another false flag to further the Elite plans and this will need to be a
bigger operation to take the attention away from this one. Some are speculating a terror
attack at the Superbowl – which Michael Chertoff’s company have now taken responsibility
for regarding security and have sacked the old team. Be vigilant.

Sources that have proved helpful to the subsequent edition
End Times News Report
Run by esteemed investigator Jake Morphonios, a Christian whose detailed investigations
have been used by law enforcement to prosecute criminals. He explains how there is a civil
war within the FBI between law–abiding agents and rogue agents. He works with the good
guys to find the truth and helps them with prosecutions. Jake gets more hits on his videos
than all the US mainstream media added together.
Sarah Westall
Independent investigative news channel. Specialises in interviewing people ignored by the
mainstream media, such as Robert Steele (ex-CIA) and Jake Morphonios.
Laura Looper
Investigative roving journalist who broke the fact that Paddock checked in on the 25
September and made the police change their time-line. She was (with Morphonios) herded
out of later police press conferences.
We Are Change
Luke Rudkowski’s independent news channel. One of the best alternative media,
geopolitical, analytical channels on YouTube.
The Health Ranger
Mike Adams. Accurate, forensic evidence and commentary.
All these have faced various forms of censorship and threat.

End Note
Despite the attempts of the elite to censor and remove evidence on-line, there has been a
flood of information pouring in daily. Most of this is eyewitness videos from cell-phones.
There are also many superficial and bogus theories abounding, which have to be sifted out.
There is a danger that a commentator can be side-tracked by all this and do nothing but
watch the latest videos. There has to come a time, for me, when I cut-off and leave the
matter or risk being distracted from loftier pursuits. This edition is already twice the size of
the previous one.
I will therefore, be terminating my investigation here, dated 25 October 2017. No doubt
more data will arise which can be analysed by others. What is certain is that the
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government is lying. This has been the worst cover up of an elite false flag operation in
history. The whole thing was botched.
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